There is no dispute between Carney & Klein and me about optical facts and psychophysical observations: we are struggling with nomenclature. Resolution has been traditionally understood to refer to the question ''single or double''-Robert HookeÕs double stars, 19th-century ophthalmologistsÕ minimum separable, RayleighÕs double spectral lines. It seems too late in the day to shift from ''single or double'' to the ''double or triple'' suggested by Carney & Klein. And ''blur'' is really an antonym of ''sharp'' or ''clear'' rather than ''single''.
The difficulty lies in the fact that astronomers and human observer can decide, from minute details in the image distribution and with prior information about their nature, whether the number of target elements is one or two, even when their separation is only a fraction of the conventional resolution limit. In the space domain, the joint image light distribution of a double line then is wider, in the spatial frequency domain there are small differences throughout the spatial frequency spectrum. In both domains the demands on the detection apparatus to distinguish between closely spaced double lines and a single broader one are extremely high. In practice they are unattainable in the absence of prior knowledge whether the decision is between a broad band and a narrow band, or between a double line and a single one. Once the separation is wide enough that the image of the double line exhibits a detectable indentation, then such doubt have been dissipated, and it is for this situation that I feel that the word ''resolved''-as in minimum angle of resolution or MAR-be reserved. 
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